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My role in sustainability started far away…



Date
Name

3
Same themes in East Anglia!
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Which brings us to our first ‘role’ = Awareness!

BBC News Look East

ICR FM Radio Show

Ipswich High School



PROFIT with PURPOSE

PEOPLE

PROFITPLANET

Our role as businesses…
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SUSTAINABILITY IS JUST 
GOOD BUSINESS
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Start by asking yourself:

1. Which of the goals most relate 

to my business?

2. Which ones are most critical for 

our region?

3. How can I link these to my 

business practices?

Practical steps for incorporating into your business
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Feedback from East Anglian businesses…

‘but what about the cost?’

‘my reputation as a business’

‘immediate actions I can take’

‘pressure to know all of this’

‘can’t do it all overnight’
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PEOPLE

PROFITPLANET

‘We don’t need a handful of East 

Anglian businesses doing it perfectly.  

We need 1000s of businesses doing it 

imperfectly…and improving’

- Tom Bryant, TFB Consulting



Our role as consumers…
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CEO of Averda

Malek Sukkar

‘The consumer has to 

be the one that forces 

everyone’s hand to say

‘I will not buy from you 

unless you have a 

sustainability policy and 

a clear transparency on 

the whole supply chain 

of the product that I’m 

buying.’
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15 https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/
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Quite simply are ‘role’ in a sustainable future is…

PEOPLE

PROFITPLANET

BE THE CHANGE!



✓ Strategic and practical 
approaches to sustainability

✓ Tailored programmes for staff 
and customer education

✓ Speaker keynotes and 
presentations

✓ Industry-specific research, 
projects & problem solving

✓ Turning the UN SDGs 
(Sustainable Development 
Goals) into your practical action 
plan

✓ Communications, branding & 
storytelling strategies

@thomasfbryant

Tom Bryant

@tfbecoadventures

tfbconsulting.co.uk

Thank you!


